
Globally leveraging our technological 
capabilities and market understanding
We are developing products and services in a number of different 
growth markets, including mobility, life science, and electronics.

In the mobility field, we are developing materials for internal 
and external fittings to support the ongoing social evolution of 
Connected, Autonomous, Shared, and Electronic (CASE) and 
higher-performance products such as EV battery materials.

In the life science field, we are working globally on products 
and system businesses to support more advanced medical care 
and more sustainable eating habits.

In the electronics field, we are delivering products and 
services to meet the varied needs of customers who are looking 
to upgrade information processing technologies, including 
display parts and materials and precision cleaning services for 
semiconductor makers. The semiconductor industry is expected 
to expand further, so we are working to create synergies with the 
semiconductor businesses and technologies owned by Gelest, 

Inc., a U.S. manufacturer of organic and inorganic hybrid 
chemicals that we acquired in October 2020. By combining 
Gelest’s technologies with our business resources and customer 
networks, we expect to contribute more than ever to future 
social challenges and market needs as healthcare evolves and 
advances are made in the infrastructure of the digital society.

We aim to develop highly profitable business structures 
by leveraging the technological capabilities and market 
understanding we have built up in various businesses thus far, 
and by actively pursuing R&D and business development and 
allocating business resources for use in flexible strategic 
partnerships in growth markets.

Leading the way in strategy execution for 
sustained growth
To continue to grow our Group’s performance products over 
the medium to long term, we will take a leading role in strategy 
execution and management that brings together the strengths 
from across our entire organization, under the “One Company, 
One Team” culture with a flat organization. We will also maximize 
the individual skills that our employees bring to the table and 
develop a strong culture where we all work together toward 
a common goal. 

Delivering new value, accelerating growth
Advanced Solutions aims to deliver new value in the fields 
positioned as strategic focus markets in the Mitsubishi Chemical 
Group’s new management policy, “Forging the future.” Our goal is 
to create performance product lineups that satisfy the needs of 
all stakeholders and grow the business.

To achieve this, we are transforming into a market-oriented 
organization capable of rapidly developing a deep understanding 
of changes in cutting-edge markets and the diverse value 
demanded by customers. We will also upgrade our technology 
platforms further to deliver innovation, a key strength of the 
MCG Group, and will be disciplined in our portfolio management 
to build a strong, unique position in the market. 

Note: From July 2022, Films & Molding Materials have been included as part of 
Advanced Solutions

Message from Business Group Management

Advanced Solutions 

Delivering new value and building a strong position 
to drive the Group

Johei Takimoto
Executive Vice President
Head of Advanced Solutions
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